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About This Content

Jumpsuit that the female spy EVA wore during Operation Snake Eater.
The chest area can be unzipped as a bold fashion statement.

* Usable by female DD Soldiers only. Cannot be used by Quiet. (Not usable in MGO)
* Can be used with zipper in chest area open or closed.

* You must proceed to a certain point in the story and meet the proper development requirements before this item can be
developed.
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Title: METAL GEAR SOLID V: THE PHANTOM PAIN - Jumpsuit (EVA)
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x64, Windows 8x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 (3.40 GHz) or better; Quad-core or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB) or better (DirectX 11 card Required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 28 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Its THE BEST GAME EVER! (sarcastic) tbh Its an ok game i mean if you like "hard" puzzle games buy it its ok but still I
would like to have a "Create a level" oportunity or a "Play workshop levels" It has a good potential. Dont waste your money on
this garbage.. If tying up babies in a BDSM fashion is you thing, go for it.

If not, there are plenty of other people, animals and various objects to tie up. Highly recommended for any bondage enthusiast..
I literally just got back from Emerald City Comiccon, where I played this game for the first time, and I've already bought the
game. It is 100% worth the cheap price for such a fun and innovative tank game. Despite a lack of community for it, this game
deserves every ammount of praise I can give. The controls are tight and intuitive, especially with a controller. After my first
match, I got used to playing and ended up winning a few games. The fast paced speed makes for an easy pick up and play
experience, or for longer tournament stile party playing. The dev who was there was exceedingly friendly, and I seriously hope
this game blows up, because it definitely deserves it.. Very enjoyable game, very poor tutorial, but after watching a couple
youtube videos i caught on. The campaign is nice, although limiting with how few tiles you can move your units around, but the
battle phase is very nice, and feels realistic.

Also a bonus that it's a game about a war that is almsot forgotten about.. At first this was a pretty decent point and click noir
detective game. While some of the puzzles were annoying and\/or pedantic, the art design and story was just about good enough
to make up for it. Then the plot went down the rabbit hole and things got... weird. I'm keen to play any potential sequel, but less
supernatural voodoo and more gritty New York would be nice.. The game is good, get the DLC when they are dirt cheap!.
Surprisingly fun for a stealth version of Bomberman. Includes a map editor which is always a plus.. Okay, my turn to review this
game, i guess.
I've been playing the game since the day it came out, heck, maybe even since the hour it came out, i was so excited to have a
game like this on steam.
At first, yea, there were bugs, however, thanks to the devs, most of them were fixed on the spot. Now i haven't stumbled on a
single bug in a long time.
Option for a good AI was added to the game (yea, good, i saw one win with a sanbaiman)
Overall good performance and nice playstyle.
Really good tutorial (yakus still take time to learn tho, can't help that one)

Finally, about people playing this game.
This game isn't one of the most famous games in the world. It might be for Japan and its variations for other asian countries, but
for the rest of the world it isn't as well known as it should be.
The players exist, they aren't that many, yea, but they are out there. However, due to the nature of the game, the rooms that are
currently in game wont appear. Lobbies appear only while waiting for people to get in.
Many see the empty lobby list and get disappointed. So here how it goes, make a room and wait, you might wait for some time
but someone will come. What's more, you can add him to your friend list on steam and then play again and again with him
whenever you want. Thats how I did it, and now i ask people to join, or i get asked instead, and now i play on daily basis, with
some awesome people.. For those of you who grew up playing the original Archon, you will be glad to know this one exists. It
has everything the old game did, and offers a lot of improvements. The major thing being secondary attacks. Those were first
introduced in Archon Ultra, and these are somewhat similar. There is also the ability to play on different maps some are
dependant upon the number of players. ( You can have 4! :D) There is the classic Archon map, maps that allow your guys to
level up to level 3, and maps that have runes that provide benefits when you move onto them.
  For those of you who feel the base game was fine the way it was however, and don't want all these additions. You are in luck as
you have the ability to turn off the secondary abilities so it will play like the base game. In fact they even brought in the old
school original Archon graphics for units, as well as updated graphics. The only drawback is the multiplayer is same computer
only. No network\/internet. Which hurts it IMO.
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Got it in the summer sale and still consider it a waste of money. Terrible level design, painful voice acting, basically just a
confusing buggy mess. Possibly the worst thing ever made with the excellent Unreal Engine.. Fun to play solo, even better with
multiple people and a beer. Sniper is hard but apparently I just suck.. This game is a fantastic game overall but the fact that the
DLC vehicles are not usable on Grid 2 Online when other players in session do not have the DLC is dissappointing. Please
change this feature as i think most of us buy vehicles in bundles to flex on our friends.. It's REALLY weird, but fun. Here's a
video of it: https:\/\/youtu.be\/isQ_hhOsytM. Review Writen on: 27th November 2014

10/10! Such a great and simple concept for a video game! I love the art style of the game and overall just love the stealth
gameplay through the whole game. The title of the game "The Marvellous Miss Take" is pretty clever which makes me like the
game even more. Throughout the game you learn how to beat certain levels and how to get around certain art museums.The
challenge's to get a fast time and to get the bonus objects just makes the game so much better! I would reccomend getting the
game while it is on sale at (50%) off. So far there arent any bugs in the game which I have noticed but if there are I will still love
the game for what it is worth. Hope the developers keep updating this game and maybe in the future they could make free DLC
which would extend the gameplay just an extra hour or so.

- Simon
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